Paper Games
Paper Football
1. Get a piece of paper, fold it in half longways (so you should have one long skinny half)
2. Tear along the seam. Choose the best half and fold it longways.
3. Holding the paper vertical (tallways) fold the corner down into a triangle. That should
form a triangle.
4. Continue to fold down making the triangles until you run out of paper to fold
5. Tuck whatever excess paper into the "pocket" of the football.

To Score a Touchdown:
You must flick the ball with your finger as your opponent forms a goalpost with their fingers.
The ball must pass through the goal post without going off the table. That scores 6 points.
Players take turns, one flick each, back and forth until someone scores. if you score a
touchdown, you can kick an extra point.

Paper Fortune Teller
1. Get a piece of paper. Make it square by folding one short edge up to one long edge.
2. Tear off the excess then unfold into a square.

3. Fold each corner of the square to the center.
4. Turn over the paper.

5. Fold the new corners to the center. Do not turn over the paper.

6. Fold the square in half from edge to edge.

7. Turn square over. Insert your thumbs and forefingers under each flap and bring fingers
together toward middle. You now have a paper fortune teller!
8. Write a color on each outside flap (Example : red, blue, green, yellow)
9. Write one number (1 to 8) on each inside triangle.
10. Write a fortune under each number.
How To Use The Fortune Teller
1. While holding the fortune teller, ask your partner to choose a color.
2. Open and close the device one time for each letter in the color.
3. Have your partner choose one of the numbers that is shown.
4. Count out that number by opening and closing the fortune teller.
5. Again, have your partner choose a number.
6. Read to your partner the fortune that appears under their number!

